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The Power of Teams

Making money with your B-ECO business is 
simple due to the power of our Two Team plan.  
The key to success is building a team of dedicated 
Brand Partners who share a common vision.        
To start just focus on one thing: Be a Qualified 
Brand Partner yourself and sign up other 
Qualified Brand Partners (placing half in each of 
your two teams). Then teach them each to do the 
same thing. It doesn't get any easier than that.

For the Two Team Pay, we pay each of our Brand 
Partners a very generous percentage of the CV 
(Commissionable Volume) generated by all the 
Brand Partners in the smaller of their two teams, 
with volume calculated to infinity and with no 
cycles. For details on payout percentages 
according to rank, refer to the Rank Qualifications 
& Compensation chart. (Note: The maximum Two 
Team Pay is $20,000 USD per week.*)

In our simple but powerful Two Team plan, you 
have a team on your left side and a team on your 
right side. As you personally sign up other Brand 
Partners, you can place them in either of your 
two teams. New members can also be placed on 
your teams for you by your Sponsor (or others 
above you) in addition to the efforts of the Brand 
Partners below you in your organization.

Once you reach the rank of Qualified Brand 
Partner or higher, you earn up to 10%-20% 
(based on your rank) of the CV in your 
lesser-volume team every week. These pay 
periods are calculated and paid to you weekly. 
And the extra volume that you are not paid on 
from your larger team carries over to the next 
week as long as you maintain the rank of 
Qualified Brand Partner or higher. So, it pays to 
stay Qualified…and to teach your team members 
to stay Qualified too.  It’s really that simple.

Even better, the leveraging power of our Two 
Team plan doesn’t end there.  Not only are you 
rewarded for introducing others to B-ECO and 
helping them succeed, but it also applies to 
everyone on your team. So, the more Brand 
Partners you help sign up and get qualified, the 
more potential you all have to grow your incomes.

The example above shows how powerful our 
Two Team plan can be. It is based on the Brand 
Partners each having at least 15 CV ($19.95 
USD) qualified monthly order.  In this example, 
the lesser-volume team (on the right) collectively 
generated 225 CV.  So, at a 10% payout, you would 
earn $22.50 USD this week just in Two Team Pay.  
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EXPLANATION OF TWO TEAM PAY


